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STATEMENT  OF  PROBLEM  &  RATIONALE  FOR  CHECKING  FOR  “NOT  COLLECTED’  SPECIMENS  PRIOR  TO  DISCHARGE: 
When orders are entered initially into the Order Entry portion of CPSI, the order goes into a “Not Collected” status, until a  
collection  date/time  and  who  collected  the  specimen  is  entered  in  CPSI  for  that  particular  order.  In  the  Emergency  
Department,  a  patient may have orders at  a  “Not Collected” status even though the nurse has collected the specimen  
physically from the patient. This can happen if the specimen is:

• Sitting somewhere in the ED awaiting transport 
• In the process of being transported between the ED and the Lab
• Or has arrived in the Lab, but has not yet had the collection date/time & who collected the specimen entered into  

CPSI computer system

Any orders that are at a “Not Collected” status will “auto-cancel” when the patient account is discharged. This occurs so that  
the Lab staff do not have to go in and cancel every order that they have never received a specimen on----if they don’t have a  
specimen, they can’t run the test. However, unless a pending test is cancelled the Lab will be found to be non-compliant to  
Lab standards when they are surveyed by regulatory agencies. In order to avoid being penalized on survey for ordered tests  
they never  received specimens for,  it  is  common for  Lab systems to “auto-cancel” any “not collected” orders when an  
account is discharged. 

Why is “auto-cancelling” a test a potential problem for the ED? In some cases the ED Physician may feel that the patient is  
stable enough to discharge, but still wants to have evidence of ordering appropriate tests that perhaps can be treated on an  
out-patient basis by the patient’s primary physician. If “Not collected” orders are auto-cancelled on discharge, but prior to  
being received in the Lab then the Lab staff have no idea that a test would need to be run, because it would no longer be on  
their work list. This could result in testing being missed, potentially leaving a patient untreated for a condition which should  
have been evaluated. 

How can we make sure testing is completed for all ordered tests? There are two potential work-arounds for this problem, 
namely:

• If nursing entered the collection date/time and who collected the specimen into CPSI at the time they collected the 
specimen from the patient this could become a non-issue, as the Status would change to “Collected” as soon as this  
was done and the test would not “auto-cancel” when a discharge was later entered, even if testing on the specimen  
wasn’t complete yet.

• If  nursing  checks  for  any  “not  collected”  specimens  in  CPSI,  and  then  enters  required  information  (collection  
date/time & who collected it) for those specimens which have been physically collected, but perhaps not received in  
Lab yet, prior to doing a discharge this would also move the specimen to a “COLLECTED” status which would prevent 
an “auto-cancellation” occurring when the discharge is subsequently entered. 

Leadership (Lab Director, Informatics Director & ED Nursing Director) recommends that ED nurses make it a habit to enter  
the collection information into CPSI at the same time as they collect the specimen (bullet point # 1 above), but if nurses 
choose not to do so, then it  becomes  imperative that they complete bullet point # 2  PRIOR TO LETTING THE PATIENT 
LEAVE---so  you  can  be  sure  all  necessary  specimens  have  been  collected  & documented  as  collected  in  CPSI---AND 
DISCHARGING THE PATIENT IN THE SYSTEM.

Instructions for how to check for “not Collected” specimens prior to discharge and how to enter the collection date/time  
and who collected the specimen are detailed on the next page….
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Step 1: From the “Virtual Chart” click on the “Order Entry/Review” tab and then choose “Status of Orders” from the menu

 Figure 2
Figure 1

Step 2: Select the “Outstanding Orders” button from the far right column (3rd from top):

 Figure 3
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Select “Outstanding Orders” here
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Step 3: Double click on “All Departments” from the list. 

 Figure 4

Step 4: You will be taken to a screen that looks similar to the one below. Look for items listed as “Not Collected” in the  
“Status” column (In the Example below the U/A has been collected and the wound and blood cultures have NOT been 
collected). 

 Figure 5
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The Wound and Blood Cultures show as “not 
collected” here. 

The U/A shows as “collected” here. 

First Click on the specimen from the list that you wish to enter collection 
information for .  You’ll know which is selected, because it will highlight in 
a “blue” color.  Then Click on this “Collect” button here 
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Step 5: Determine whether or not these test(s) have been physically collected from the patient. If they have, the Collection 
date/time & initials of the person who collected the specimen that will be entered into CPSI, MUST match what is on the 
label which is adhered to the specimen (this is why we recommend entering the info in CPSI when you label the specimen).  
Find out the necessary information [1) date collected, 2) time collected, and 3) CPSI initials of the person who collected the 
specimen] and jot it down for your reference so you can enter it into CPSI. 

Step 6: Using Figure 5 (on previous page) as a reference, we will review the steps needed to “Collect” a specimen, namely
—double click on the specimen from the list that you wish to enter collection information for---this will highlight it in blue.  
Then click on the  “Collect” button which appears at the bottom of the screen. 

Step 7: A box will appear over the specimen list that looks like Figure 6 below. Use the fields in this box to enter the---
• Collection Date
• Collection Time
• CPSI initials for the person who collected the specimen

When all  required information has been correctly entered (matching what is on the specimen label) then click on the 
“Accept” button at the bottom of the screen. 

 Figure 6

Continued on next page……
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Enter the collection date here

Enter the collection time here

Enter the CPSI initials for the person who 
collected the specimen here, and then click on 
the “Accept” button here to save the 
information
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Step 8: verify that the desired specimen is now at a “COLLECTED” status  (see Figure 7 for example below) 

 Figure 7

Step 9: If there are other specimens in the list you need to enter collection information for, repeat steps 5-8 as needed. 

Step 10: for specimens that have not been collected and the ED physician NO LONGER wants the ordered test run, you can 
leave them at a “not collected” status and the system will “auto-cancel” them when you enter the discharge. However, you  
should make a note in the nurses note PRIOR TO DISCHARGE OF THE PATIENT that you checked with the ED physician and he 
determined to “cancel” the test in question, otherwise it looks like there was an omission in care. 
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